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Key Points

• PCNSLs and PTLs have a
defining genetic signature that
differs from other LBCLs and
suggests rational targeted
therapies.

• PCNSLs and PTLs
frequently exhibit 9p24.1/
PD-L1/PD-L2 copy number
alterations and translocations,
likely genetic bases of
immune evasion.

Primarycentral nervoussystem lymphomas (PCNSLs) andprimary testicular lymphomas

(PTLs) are extranodal large B-cell lymphomas (LBCLs) with inferior responses to current

empiric treatment regimens.To identify targetablegenetic featuresofPCNSLandPTL,we

characterized their recurrent somatic mutations, chromosomal rearrangements, copy

numberalterations(CNAs),andassociateddrivergenes,andcomparedthesecomprehensive

genetic signatures to those of diffuse LBCL and primary mediastinal large B-cell lymphoma

(PMBL). These studies identify unique combinations of genetic alterations in discrete LBCL

subtypes and subtype-selective bases for targeted therapy. PCNSLs and PTLs frequently

exhibit genomic instability, and near-uniform, often biallelic, CDKN2A loss with rare TP53

mutations. PCNSLs andPTLs also usemultiple geneticmechanisms to target key genes and

pathways and exhibit near-uniform oncogenic Toll-like receptor signaling as a result of

MYD88 mutation and/or NFKBIZ amplification, frequent concurrent B-cell receptor pathway

activation, and deregulation of BCL6. Of great interest, PCNSLs andPTLs also have frequent

9p24.1/PD-L1/PD-L2 CNAs and additional translocations of these loci, structural bases of

immune evasion that are shared with PMBL. (Blood. 2016;127(7):869-881)

Introduction

Diffuse large B-cell lymphomas (DLBCLs) often involve multiple
nodal and extranodal sites. In contrast, large B-cell lymphoma (LBCL)
subtypes, including primary central nervous system lymphoma
(PCNSL), primary testicular lymphoma (PTL), and primary medias-
tinal large B-cell lymphoma (PMBL), present as localized masses in
extranodal organs.1-4 PCNSLs and PTLs, which both arise in sites that
were previously considered to be immune sanctuaries, have inferior
responses to therapies.1-6 The defining genetic alterations in PCNSL
and PTL and the relationships between these LBCLs, PMBL, and
systemic DLBCL are incompletely characterized.

DLBCLs exhibit several types of low-frequency genetic alter-
ations including copy number alterations (CNAs), mutations, and
chromosomal rearrangements.7 Certain alterations are more common

in transcriptionally defined tumor subtypes. In the cell-of-origin
classification, DLBCLs share transcriptional signatures of normal
germinal center B-cells (GCBs) or in vitro activated B-cells (ABCs).
ABC-type DLBCLs exhibit increased baseline NF-kB activity,
more frequent genetic alterations of NF-kB and Toll-like recep-
tor (TLR) signaling pathway components including mutations of
CARD11 and MYD88 and the proximal B-cell receptor (BCR)-
signaling pathway component,CD79B.However, these alterations
are only detected in a subset of ABC-type DLBCLs (MYD88, 29%;
CD79B, 18%; and CARD11, 10%).8-10 Additional aspects of DLBCL
heterogeneity are captured by the consensus clustering classification,
which identifies “B-cell receptor,” “Oxidative Phosphorylation,” and
“Host Response” subtypes.11-13
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Recent genetic analyses of DLBCL underscore the importance of
capturing both somatic mutations and CNAs.14 Although only 15%
to 20% of DLBCLs have inactivating TP53 mutations, the majority
of these tumors exhibit complementary CNAs that decrease p53
activity and perturb cell-cycle regulation.14 DLBCLs with CNA-
dependent p53 deficiency and cell-cycle deregulation have increased
genomic instability and have a less favorable outcome.14

PMBL is a distinct LBCL subtype that exhibits constitutive NF-kB
activation and shares certain clinical and genetic features with classical
Hodgkin lymphoma (cHL).15 We and others identified 9p24.1/CD274
(PD-L1)/PDCD1LG2(PD-L2), copy gain, and increased expression of
the PD-1 ligands in 65% of PMBLs.16,17 Translocations of PD-L1 and
PD-L2were also reported in PMBL.18,19 Genetic bases of PD-1 ligand
overexpressionare ofparticular interest given the role ofPD-1 signaling
in tumor-immune evasion and the efficacy of PD-1 blockade in other
B-cell lymphomas with 9p24.1 copy gain.20-22

PCNSLs primarily arise in elderly patients and present as infiltrative
masses of EBV– tumor cells in periventricular white matter.1,4 Ad-
ditional EBV1 PCNSLs occur in younger immunocompromised
patients.1 Reported CNAs include loss of the HLA-loci at 6p21.32 and
deletion ofCDKN2A in a minority of tumors.5,23-25 Somatic mutations
ofMYD88, CD79B, and additional less common targets have been
described.23,24,26-28

PTLs, which are the most common testicular tumors in elderly
men,2 present as focal masses with epididymal and scrotal involve-
ment. At relapse, PTLs often involve additional extranodal sites
including the central nervous system (CNS), skin, pleura, and con-
tralateral testis. In previous array comparative genomic hybridiza-
tion studies, PTLs exhibited frequent loss of the HLA-loci and
19q13 gain.25 Somaticmutations ofMYD88 andCD79B of variable
frequency have also been reported.29,30

Herein, we comprehensively characterize the genetic features of
PCNSL and PTL and compare these tumors with systemic DLBCLs of
known transcriptional subtypes and PMBL. The goal was to identify
targetable lesions, bases of immune privilege in PCNSL and PTL, and
unique combinations of genetic alterations in discrete LBCL subtypes.

Materials and methods

Patients and primary tumor specimens

In accordance with local institutional review board protocols, newly diagnosed
fresh-frozen PMBLs, EBV– PCNSLs, and PTLs were obtained from Brigham
and Women’s Hospital, Massachusetts General Hospital, and University of
Freiburg; formalin-fixed, paraffin-embedded (FFPE) PTLs and PCNSLs were
obtained from the Netherlands Cancer Institute/VU University Medical Center
Amsterdam and Brigham and Women’s Hospital.

The discovery cohort includes the aforementioned primaryLBCLs (PMBLs,
PTLs, and PCNSLs with fresh-frozen tumor specimens) and an additional
comparative cohort of previously analyzed primaryDLBCL fresh-frozen biopsy
specimens.14 The number of discovery cohort samples analyzed for CNAs with
high-density single nucleotide polymorphism (HD-SNP) arrays, transcript
abundance with Affymetrix arrays, single-nucleotide variants (SNVs) with
whole-exome sequencing (WES) of tumors and paired normals or RNA-Seq
of tumors only and chromosomal rearrangement by DNA-Seq with a custom
designed bait set are indicated in supplemental Figure 1A and supplemental
Table 1A-B (available on the BloodWeb site). An extension cohort of 43 PTLs,
and 43 EBV– and 8 EBV1 PCNSLs from FFPE tissue were evaluated by
quantitative polymerase chain reaction (qPCR) and fluorescence in situ hybrid-
ization (FISH) for CNAs, qPCR and Sanger sequencing for SNVs, and
immunohistochemical (IHC) analysis for protein expression as indicated in
supplementalFigure1B-C, supplementalTable1C-D,andsupplementalMethods.

Results

Recurrent CNAs and candidate driver genes in LBCL subtypes

CNAs. To define recurrent CNAs in specific LBCL subtypes, we
performed HD-SNP analyses of 21 EBV– PCNSLs, 7 PTLs, and 11
PMBLs and evaluated these data with the Genomic Identification of
Significant Targets in Cancer (GISTIC) algorithm31 (supplemental
Figure 1 and supplemental Tables 1 and 2). Thereafter, we compared
the recurrent CNAs in these LBCL subtypes with the previously
described CNAs in 180 systemic DLBCLs14 using mirror plots
(Figure 1A-B and supplemental Figure 2).

To quantify the relative frequencies of specific CNAs in the LBCL
subtypes, we aggregated the HD-SNP array data from all LBCLs and
applied the GISTIC algorithm (supplemental Table 3A-D). Subtype-
specific differences in the frequency of CNAs were assessed with an
enrichment test (Figure 1C and supplemental Table 3E). Copy gains of
3q12.3, 18q21.33, and 19q13.42 and copy losses of 6p21.33, 6q21, and
9p21.3were significantlymore frequent in PCNSL and PTL.Although
the frequencies of 18q21.33 and 19q13.42 copy gain were comparable
in PCNSL, PTL, and ABC-type DLBCLs, 9p21.3 copy loss was
significantly more common and often biallelic in PCNSL and PTL
(Figure 1C). Of interest, we found more frequent 9p24.1 copy gain
in PTL, as in PMBL (Figure 1C).

Integrative analyses. To identify the genes perturbed by CNAs,
we performed gene expression profiling on all LBCLs with available
RNAand a representative subset of DLBCLs.14Geneswithin recurrent
CNAs that had the most significant association between transcript
abundance and copy gain or loss were defined as candidate drivers
(supplemental Table 4).14

NFKBIZ, the candidate driver of 3q12.3 copy gain (Figure 1C),
encodes IkB-z. This atypical IkB family member is induced by TLR
signaling32 and coactivates canonical and noncanonical NF-kB
pathways.32-34 3q12.3/NFKBIZ copy gainwas also detected in a subset
of systemic DLBCLs (11% [19/180]) and a larger percentage of ABC-
type tumors (24% [13/55]) (Figure 1C and supplemental Figure 3).14

BCL2 was most closely associated with 18q21.33 copy gain, and
CDKN2A was most tightly linked with 9p21.3 copy loss (Figure 1C);
the peak of 6p21.33 copy loss included the HLA-B and HLA-C loci.
PCNSL-selective 3p14.2 copy loss was associated with decreased
expression of the tumor suppressor, FHIT (Figure 1C). In PTL, as in
PMBL, 9p24.1 copy gain was linked with increased expression of the
PD-1 ligand, PD-L2 (Figure 1C).

These data indicate that PCNSL and PTL share certain recurrent
CNAs and candidate drivers that are also present in a subset of ABC-
type DLBCLs. However, the defining CNA, 9p21.3/CDKN2A copy
loss, was significantly more frequent in PCNSLs and PTLs than in
ABC-type DLBCLs (71% [20/28] PCNSL/PTL vs 34.5% [19/55]
ABC-type DLBCL; P 5 .0023; supplemental Table 3E). Further-
more, 9p21.3/CDKN2A copy loss was more often biallelic in
PCNSL/PTL (50% [14/28] biallelic, 21% [6/28] monoallelic) com-
pared with ABC-type DLBCLs (8% [5/62] biallelic, 26% [16/62]
monoallelic; P , .0001).14

Patterns of CNAs and bases of genomic instability in

LBCL subtypes

Certain DLBCLs have CNAs of multiple modulators of p53 activity
and cell-cycle progression, increased genomic instability, and signif-
icantly higher total CNAs.14 To evaluate patterns of CNAs in PCNSL,
PTL, andPMBL,weperformed unsupervised bihierarchical clustering.
The majority of PCNSLs and PTLs were clustered together and
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Figure 1. GISTIC-defined CNAs in LBCL subtypes. (A-B) GISTIC-defined recurrent CNAs (amplification in [A], red; deletions in [B], blue) in 180 primary DLBCLs14 are

compared with those in 11 PMBLs (left panel) and 28 PCNSLs/PTLs (right panel) in mirror plots. Chromosome position is on the y-axis, and significance is on the x-axis. The

green line denotes q value of 0.25. (C) Frequencies of the 21 GISTIC-defined amplification peaks (top panel, red) and the 26 GISTIC-defined deletion peaks (bottom panel,

blue) in the respective LBCL subtypes are plotted as bar graphs. DLBCL-GCB and DLBCL-ABC are subsets of DLBCL-All. CNAs that are more frequent in PTL and PCNSL

(a), PTL only (b), PMBL and PTL (c), and PCNSL only (d), respectively, are noted. CNAs that are significantly enriched in PMBL, PCNSL, and/or PTL are boxed (FDR q

value , 0.3; see also supplemental Table 2). Top genes by integrative analyses of copy number (CN) and transcript abundance are indicated on the right.
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characterized by frequent, often biallelic 9p21.3/CDKN2A loss and/or
FHIT loss (branch I, Figure 2), These tumors also had increased
genomic instability as reflected by significantly higher total CNAs
(branch 1 vs branch 2; P , .0001). These findings likely reflect
the complementary roles of the CDNK2A gene products, p16INK4A

and p19ARF, in p53 and cell-cycle regulation and the link between
p53 deficiency, perturbed cell-cycle regulation, and genomic
instability.14,35-39 FHIT loss has also been associated with increased
genomic instability.40

Almost all PMBLs (10/11), a small number of PCNSLs, and one
PTL (4/28) were clustered in a branch with relatively few CNAs
(branch II, Figure 2). In contrast to PMBLs, which exhibited 9p24.1/
PD-L2 copygainswith fewotherCNAs (branch II), PTLs andPCNSLs
had 9p24.1/PD-L2 copy gains in association with 9p21.3/CDKN2A
copy loss and increased genomic instability (branch I, Figure 2).

Chromosomal rearrangements in PCNSL

We next assessed chromosomal rearrangements (including transloca-
tions, deletions duplications, and inversions) in 24 PCNSLs using a
targeted DNA sequencing approach and a custom bait set covering
49 candidate genetic loci. The resulting data were analyzed with
2 complementary detection algorithms, dRanger/Breakpointer41

and BreaKmer42 (Figure 3A and supplemental Table 5A-C).
BCL6. The most frequent chromosomal rearrangements deregu-

lated BCL6 by juxtaposing the IgH super-enhancer43 or 59HIST1H4I
regulatory elements to the BCL6 59-untranslated region (59UTR)

(17% [4/24]) (Figure 3A and supplemental Figure 4). In 2 cases, dele-
tions proximal to the 59UTR ofBCL6 removed the regulatory elements,
transcriptional start side, and first 5 exons of the BCL6-adjacent LPP
gene (supplemental Figure 4C). This alteration may decrease the
abundance of the LPP-intragenic miR-28, a reported tumor suppressor
that is frequently downregulated in aggressive lymphomas.44

ETV6. Thirteen percent (3/24) of the PCNSLs had inactivating
alterations of ETV6, deletions of exon 2 or exons 2-5 that altered the
reading frame (Figure 3A and supplemental Figure 4B).ETV6 encodes
a transcriptional repressor perturbed by translocations, whole-gene
deletions, or somatic mutations in multiple hematopoietic malignan-
cies.45 However, selective exon deletions that alter the ETV6 reading
frame were previously undescribed.

PD-L1/PD-L2. Of note, 13% (3/24) of PCNSLs had previously
unidentified translocations involving the PD-1 ligand loci (Figure 3A).
These included the juxtaposition of the Igl super-enhancer proximal to
thePD-L2 59UTRor translocation ofBCNP1 (FAM129C)46 regulatory
elements proximal to the PD-L1 start codon (Figure 3B and supple-
mental Figure 4). An additional PCNSL had an inactivating trans-
location ofCIITA, themaster transcription factor regulatingMHC class
II expression (Figure 3A).

Chromosomal rearrangements in PTL

Using the same approach, we analyzed chromosomal rearrangements
in 7 PTLs from the discovery cohort.

Figure 2. PCNSLs, PTLs, and PMBLs clustered by

recurrent CNAs. (A) Unsupervised bihierarchical

clustering of all 47 GISTIC-defined CNAs (y-axis) in

39 primary LBCLs (21 PCNSLs [dark green], 7 PTLs

[light green], 11 PMBLs [orange]; x-axis). Copy gains,

red; copy losses, blue; color intensity corresponds to

magnitude of CNA. The sum of all GISTIC-defined

CNAs per sample is listed below as a bar graph. Top

genes by integrative analyses of CN and transcript

abundance are indicated on the left.
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Figure 3. Chromosomal rearrangements in PCNSL and PTL. (A,C) Detected chromosomal rearrangements in 24 PCNSL (A) and 7 PTL (C) are summarized as circos

plots. Structural alterations involving certain partners are highlighted; BCL6, blue; ETV6, pink; PD-1 ligands, orange. Partners of color-coded alterations are black, all other

alterations are gray. Frequency of events is indicated by line thickness. (B,D) Chromosomal rearrangements involving PD-L1 or PD-L2 are plotted in their genomic context.

Exons are visualized as boxes, ATG-containing exon are in red, the coding region is underlined in green, and previously identified super-enhancers in DLBCLs43 are

underlined in black. The number of supporting reads (split reads, read pairs) is indicated above each translocation. (E) TBL1XR1-PD-L2 fusion as validated by RNA-Seq.

Chromosomal breakpoint is depicted by the red line. Start codon of PD-L2 is indicated in red within the contig of the RNA-Seq reads. The translocation involves only the

regulatory elements of TBL1XR1 and does not affect the open reading frame (ORF) of PD-L2. Individual supporting reads are shown in the lower panel, with frequencies as a

bar graph on the right. (F) FISH assays of PTLs with the PD-L2 translocation (left panel) or with wild-type PD-L2 (right panel). PD-L1 in red, PD-L2 in green, and centromeric

probe (CEP9) in aqua. (G) IHC of PD-L2 expression in the translocated PTL (left panel) and a PTL with wild-type PD-L2 (right panel). The scale bar represents 100 mm.
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BCL6. Two PTLs had translocations that deregulated BCL6-
juxtaposition of the Igl super-enhancer proximal to BCL6 59UTR
and the first reported translocation of the Igk super-enhancer to the
59 regulatory elements of PELI1 (Figure 3C and supplemental
Figure 4A). PELI1 encodes the E3 ubiquitin ligase, Pellino1, which
stabilizes BCL6 via K63 polyubiquitination and promotes B-cell
lymphomagenesis in a murine model.47 As in PCNSL, one PTL had a
deletion proximal to BCL6 that removed the transcriptional start side
and first 5 exons of LPP (supplemental Figure 4C).

ETV6. One PTL had an inactivating alteration of ETV6 that
disrupts the coding sequence (Figure 3C and supplemental Figure 4B).

PD-L2. Two PTLs had novel translocations involvingPD-L2.
In one case, the translocation juxtaposed the recently described
PAX5 super-enhancer43 to the PD-L2 59UTR (Figure 3C-D and
supplemental Table 5C). In another, the translocation placed the
59 regulatory elements of TBL1XL1 proximal to the first coding
exon of PD-L2 (Figure 3C-D and supplemental Figure 4E). These
findings were confirmed using RNA-Seq and the QueryFuse
algorithm48 and a split-apart FISH assay (Figure 3E-F). The PTL
with the TBL1XR1-PD-L2 translocation also had increased PD-L2
expression (Figure 3G).

Recurrent somatic mutations in PCNSL

We next evaluated the PCNSLs for recurrent somatic mutations by
performing WES on the subset of PCNSLs with available paired
normal specimens (5 samples) and prioritizing the alterations with the
MutSig2CV algorithm49 (supplemental Figures 5 and 6 and supple-
mental Table 5D-F). To increase sample size, we performed RNA-Seq
on an additional 9 PCNSLs and assessed the frequency of WES-
detectedmutations in the combined cohort (supplemental Table 5G-H).
Eighty-six percent (12/14) of the analyzed PCNSLs exhibited onco-
genic gain-of-functionmutations inMYD88 (MYD88L265P); 64% (9/14)
had missense mutations in the immunoreceptor tyrosine-based activa-
tion motif domain of CD79B and 29% (4/14) had missense mutations
in the coiled-coil domain of CARD11 (Figure 4A and supplemental
Figure 7). These data indicate that canonical MYD88 and CD79B
mutations are more frequent in PCNSLs than in previously reported
ABC-type DLBCLs (MYD88, 29%8; CD79B, 18%9).

PCNSLs also exhibited frequent (71% [10/14]) missensemutations
in the kinase domain of PIM1, a known target of aberrant somatic
hypermutation (Figure 4A and supplemental Figure 7D). In addition,
29% (4/14) of the evaluated PCNSLs had mutations in IRF4. The
encoded IRF4 transcription factor,which regulates germinal center exit,
class switch recombination, and plasma cell development is also ex-
pressed inABC-typeDLBCLs (Figure 4A and supplemental Figure 7).50

Twenty-one percent (3/14) of PCNSLs exhibitedmutations ofETV6
(Figure 4A and supplemental Figure 7D), which was also perturbed by
inactivating deletions of coding exons (Figure 3A and supplemental
Figure 4). PCNSLs also had mutations of BTG1 (43% [6/14]) and
TBL1XR1 (36% [5/14]), transcriptional cofactors that regulate ETV6
activity (Figure 4A and supplemental Figure 7D).51 Of interest,
TBL1XR1 also modulates TLR/MYD88 signaling by increasing
clearance of NCor/SMRT transcriptional corepressors from certain
TLR/MYD88 target genes.52

Patterns of genetic alterations in PCNSLs

After defining recurrent mutations, chromosomal rearrangements, and
CNAs in PCNSL, we assessed the patterns of alterations in individ-
ual tumors. Mutations and CNAs that occurred in$20% (3/14) of
tumors were included and chromosomal rearrangements were added
(Figure 4B). In these PCNSLs, all CD79B mutations occurred in the

context of MYD88 mutations. Similarly, the less frequent CARD11
mutations all occurred inMYD88mutation-positive PCNSLs, three of
which had concurrent CD79B mutations. PCNSLs with copy loss of
TNFAIP3 also had concurrent CD79B and MYD88 mutations. In the
analyzed PCNSLs,MYD88mutations also occurred in associationwith
additional potentialmodulators ofTLRsignaling such asNFKBIZ copy
gains (Figure 4B). Furthermore, these PCNSLs often had mutations
and/or exon deletions of ETV6, and/or mutations of the transcriptional
cofactors BTG1 and TBL1XR1.

Themajority ofPCNSLsalsohadevidenceofgenomic instability as
reflected byCDKN2A and/or FHIT loss and multiple additional CNAs
(Figure 2 and 4B). However, PCNSLs had infrequent TP53mutations
(7% [1/14]), likely because CDKN2A deregulates the same pathway
upstream of TP53.14,53

Recurrent mutations in PTL

Given the shared genetic features of PCNSL and PTL (Figures 1-3),
we next evaluated the spectrum of mutations in the series of
available PTLs. In the absence of paired germline DNA samples,
we performed RNA-Seq on 6 PTLs and identified SNVs after
filtering out known SNPs (Figure 4C and supplemental Table 5I).
In these PTLs, we focused on genes that were mutated in our WES
PCNSL cohort or systemic DLBCLs, or those that were previously
deposited in the COSMIC database.54-58 Like the PCNSLs, the
PTLs had frequent CD79B and MYD88 mutations and additional
mutations of PIM1 and BTG1 (Figure 4C). Mutations ofMEF2B, a
transcriptional activator and regulator of BCL6 expression,59 were
also identified (Figure 4C and supplemental Figure 7D). MEF2B
alterations were previously reported in;8% of systemic DLBCLs
of the ABC and GCB subtypes.59

Patterns of genetic alterations in PTL

As in the PCNSLs, CD79B and MYD88 mutations were largely
concurrent in the PTLs; PIM1, BTG1, andMEF2B alterations were
detected within this subset of CD79B/MYD88-mutated tumors
(Figure 4D). The aforementioned mutations occurred in the setting
of frequent, often biallelic, CDKN2A copy loss, TNFAIP3 copy loss,
and NFKBIZ copy gain. In addition, PTLs had multiple bases of de-
regulating BCL6 including mutations of MEF2B and translocations
of Igl-PEL1 (Figure 4D) and Igl-BCL6 (Figure 3C).

Validation of recurrent CNAs in a PTL extension cohort

Given the small size of our discovery PTL cohort, we obtained an
additional 43 FFPE PTLs to evaluate specific recurrent CNAs and
SNVs (supplemental Figure 8 and supplemental Table 1C-D). We
established qPCR assays for the most significant CNAs/driver genes
using DNA from informative LBCL cell lines and normal lymphoid
cells as controls (supplemental Table 6). CDKN2A integrity was
assessed with 3 independent probe sets that covered exons coding for
p16INK4A and p19ARF (supplemental Figure 8A-B). Mono- or biallelic
loss of the fullCDKN2A locuswas detected in;81% (35/43) of tumors
(supplemental Figure 8A). Frequent copy gain of 18q21.33/BCL2
(47% [20/43]) and 19q13.42/FIZ1 (70% [30/43]) were also confirmed
(supplemental Figure 8C-D).

Functional consequences of 3q12.3/NFKBIZ copy gain and

near-uniform oncogenic TLR signaling in PTL and PCNSL

In the PTL extension cohort, 44% of these tumors also had 3q12.3/
NFKBIZ copygain (Figure 5A, left panel). Similar to thePTLdiscovery
cohort (Figure 4C), 79% (34/43) of the PTL extension series had
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MYD88L265P mutations (Figure 5B, left panel, and supplemental
Table6A).Thirty-eightpercent (13/34)ofPTLswithMYD88mutations
also hadNFKBIZ copy gains; in addition, 5 of 9 tumors with wild-type
MYD88 had NFKBIZ copy gains (Figure 5B, left panel).

We also assessed the 3q12.3/NFKBIZ locus in an extension cohort
of PCNSLs including 41 EBV– and 8 EBV1 tumors; 59% (24/41) of

EBV– PCNSLs and 38% (3/8) of EBV1PCNSLs had 3q12.3/NFKBIZ
copy gain (Figure 5A, right panel). In the EBV– PCNSL extension
cohort, 83% of tumors had 3q12.3/NFKBIZ copy gain, MYD88L265P

mutations, or both alterations (Figure 5B, right panel). Interestingly,
none of the 8 EBV1 PCNSL cases had an oncogenic MYD88L265P

mutation. Taken together, these data suggest thatNFKBIZ copy gain or

Figure 4. Somatic mutations and patterns of genetic alterations in PCNSL and PTL. (A) Frequency of mutations in PCNSLs (mutations initially identified by WES in

5 tumor/normal pairs and subsequently assessed in 9 additional tumors without paired normals by RNA-Seq). See also supplemental Table 5D-H. Only genes mutated in at

least 20% (3 patients) are shown. (B) Mutations occurring in at least 20% (3/14) of PCNSL samples (dark green) are plotted in a black-and-white–coded matrix (x-axis,

samples; y-axis, mutations; black, mutation present; white, mutation absent) and clustered bihierarchically. CNAs in these PCNSLs are visualized as a color-coded heat map

below; copy gain, red; copy loss, blue; not available, gray; color intensity corresponds to magnitude of CNA. Top genes by integrative analyses of CN and transcript

abundance are indicated on the left, y-axis. Chromosomal rearrangements of BCL6, ETV6, or PD-L2 are added below. (C) Frequency of mutations in 6 PTLs as assessed by

RNA-Seq. Only mutations present in at least 2 patients are shown (supplemental Table 5I, full list). SNVs were filtered for known SNPs; only SNVs previously deposited in

COSMIC or reported to be mutated in DLBCLs/PCNSLs are shown. (D) Mutations present in at least 2 PTLs (y-axis) are plotted in a black-and-white–coded matrix as in (B)

and clustered bihierarchically. CNAs in these PTLs are visualized as a color-coded heat map below, and selected chromosomal rearrangements modifying BCL6 (PELI1) and

PD-L2 are added at the bottom.
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viral infection may serve as additional and/or alternative oncogenic
modulators of the MYD88/TLR signaling pathway.

We next assessed the functional consequences of NFKBIZ copy
gain using a panel of informative LBCL cell lineswith knownNFKBIZ
CNandMYD88mutational status (Figure5C).Cell lineswithwild-type
MYD88 andnoNFKBIZ copygain (K422,DHL4)had the lowest IkB-z
transcript and protein levels, whereas cell lines withMYD88mutation
alone (TMD8),MYD88mutation, and NFKBIZ copy gain (HBL1), or
NFKBIZ copy gain alone, (Ly4) had more abundant IkB-z transcripts
and protein (Figure 5C-D). In the 3 LBCL cell lines with high baseline
IkB-z expression (TMD8, HBL1, Ly4), IkB-z depletion significantly
decreased cellular proliferation, induced apoptosis, and reduced ex-
pressionof the IkB-z target genes, IkB-a andBCL-xL (Figure5E-G).32

In LBCL cell lines with low baseline IkB-z transcript levels (K422,
DHL4), enforced expression of IkB-z conferred a growth advantage
(Figure 5H-I).Thesegenetic and functional analyses defineNFKBIZ copy
gain as an alternative oncogenic TLR signaling mechanism in LBCL.

Concurrent alterations of TLR and BCR signaling pathway

components in PTL and PCNSL

Recent data suggest that TLR/MYD88 activation may directly
augment BCR-mediated survival signals60,61 in addition to modu-
lating NF-kB. The frequent co-occurrence of MYD88 and CD79B
mutations in the initial PTL and EBV– PCNSL series (Figure 4B,D)
prompted us to evaluateCD79B hotspot mutations in both extension

Figure 5. Functional consequences of 3q12.3/NFKBIZ copy gain and IkB-z overexpression. (A) CN of 3q12.3/NFKBIZ in 43 PTLs (left panel) and 49 PCNSLs (41 EBV–

and 8 EBV1, right panel) from the extension cohorts. Normals include 5 tonsils and 5 reactive lymph nodes. The upper 95% confidence interval of the normals was used as a

threshold for copy gain. Indicated cell lines with known NFKBIZ CNs were used as controls. Cases with copy gain are shown in red. Error bars reflect standard deviation. (B)

Cosegregation of genetic alterations in the TLR pathway (MYD88 mutations [upper panel; black, L265P; white, no L265P], NFKBIZ copy gain [middle panel; copy gain, red;

color intensity corresponds to magnitude of copy gain]) and BCR pathway (CD79B mutations [lower panel; black, missense mutations affecting Y196; white, no exon 5

mutations; gray, not available]) in the 43 PTL samples (left panel), and 49 PCNSL cases (right panel; 41 EBV– and 8 EBV1). (C) IkB-z encoded by NFKBIZ locus transcript

abundance in representative DLBCL cell lines. Asterisks indicate cell lines with MYD88L265P mutation. (D) IkB-z protein abundance in indicated cell lines. Full-length IkB-z is

indicated with an arrowhead. Note that TMD8 has a heterozygous deletion of 159 base pairs, resulting in a shorter, fully functional IkB-z protein.32 The membrane was

reprobed for glyceraldehyde-3-phosphate dehydrogenase (GAPDH) as loading control. (E-F) Proliferation (E) and apoptosis (F) after knockdown of IkB-z (sh1 and sh2, 2

independent IkB-z hairpins; ev, control) in representative DLBCL cell lines with increased IkB-z transcript abundance resulting from NFKBIZ gain only (Ly4), MYD88 mutation

only (TMD8), or both (HBL1). (G) Efficacy of knockdown of IkB-z and downstream targets was determined by immunoblot. (H) Proliferation after enforced expression of IkB-z

in cell lines with low IkB-z transcript levels (DHL4 and K422). (I) Efficacy of IkB-z overexpression was determined by immunoblot.
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cohorts. Forty-four percent (17/39) of evaluable PTLs hadCD79BY196

mutations, almost all (16/17) of which occurred in tumors with
MYD88L265P alterations (Figure 5B, left panel). In the extension
cohort of EBV– PCNSLs, 28% (10/36) had CD79BY196 mutations,
80% (8/10) in association with MYD88L265P (Figure 5B, right panel).
Both EBV– PCNSLs and PTLs were significantly more likely to have
co-occurringCD79B andMYD88mutations than systemicDLBCLs or
the ABC DLBCL subset (supplemental Table 6C).

9p24.1 copy gain and PD-1 ligand expression in PTL and PCNSL

A shared genetic feature of PMBLs and the PTL discovery cohort was
frequent 9p24.1 copy gain; several EBV– PCNSLs also had this
alteration (Figure 1). PTLs in the extension cohort also exhibited
frequent 9p24.1/PD-L1/PD-L2 copy gain by ligand-specific qPCR
(Figure 6A-B) and CN-associated expression of these ligands by IHC
(Figure 6C-D). Using tissue microarrays of the same PTLs, we also
identified tumor-infiltrating T cells that expressed the PD-1 receptor
(supplemental Figure 9A-B).

Bases of PD-1 ligand deregulation in PCNSL

We similarly evaluated the PD-L1/PD-L2 loci in the extension cohort
of 42 EBV– PCNSLs and 8 EBV1 PCNSLs. In the larger EBV–

PCNSL series, the majority of tumors exhibited 9p24.1/PD-L1/PD-L2
copy gain (67% [28/42]) and CN-associated increased expression of
these ligands (Figure 6E-H). We also identified a copy-neutral case
with discordant low-level PD-L1 and high-level PD-L2 protein
expression and used the split-apartPD-L1/PD-L2FISHassay to detect
a chromosomal rearrangement that selectively deregulated PD-L2
(Figure 6I-J).

In the EBV1 PCNSLs, we noted largely CN-independent high-
level expression of PD-L1 and PD-L216,62,63 (Figure 6E-H). Compared
with EBV– PCNSLs, EBV1 tumors had lower-level PD-L1/PD-L2
copy gain, consistent with an additional viral mechanism of PD-1
ligand upregulation in these tumors (Figure 6E-F).

These data extend the molecular similarities in PCNSL and PTL
to include 2 genetic bases of PD-1 ligand overexpression, copy gain,
and chromosomal translocation, and implicate EBV infection as an
additional mechanism of PD-1 ligand upregulation in PCNSLs.

Discussion

We have defined recurrent mutations, chromosomal rearrangements,
CNAs, and associated driver genes in PCNSL and PTL and compared
these comprehensive genetic signatures with those of systemic DLBCL
and PMBL. These analyses revealed new genetic features, unique
combinations of alterations, and a distinctive signature of near-uniform
oncogenic TLR signaling with frequent concurrent BCR activation and
genomic instability in PCNSL and PTL (Figure 7). The studies also
identified specific genetic bases of deregulatedPD-1 ligand expression and
likely immune evasion in PCNSL and PTL (Figure 7). Most importantly,
several of these genetic alterations are amenable to targeted therapy.

Incidence and bases of genomic instability in the

LBCL subtypes

Comparative analyses of CNAs in the LBCL subtypes revealed distinct
differences in incidence and bases of genomic instability in these
lymphomas. In contrast to themajority of systemicDLBCLs, PCNSLs,
andPTLs, PMBLs have relatively fewCNAs (Figure 7). The paucity of

CNAs, other than 2p16.1 and 9p24.1 copy gain, distinguish PMBLs
from the additional evaluated LBCLs. PMBLs also lack genetic alter-
ations known to either induce or tolerate genomic instability including
CNAs of CDKN2A, RB1, or TP53 (Figure 7).14,35-39

Our analyses further suggest that systemic DLBCLs, PCNSLs, and
PTLsuse differentmechanisms to tolerate or induce genomic instability.
SystemicDLBCLsprimarily exhibit genomic instability in the setting of
multiple low-frequency CNAs of p53/cell-cycle components and
additional TP53 somatic mutations (Figure 7).14 In contrast, PCNSLs
and PTLs rarely have TP53 mutations but frequently perturb the p53
pathway via upstream, often biallelic, CDKN2A loss (Figure 7). As a
consequence, PCNSLs and PTLs may be candidates for MDM2/4
inhibitors that augment wild-type p53 activity64 and CDK-blockade.14

Near-uniform oncogenic TLR signaling in PCNSL and PTL

WefoundoncogenicMYD88L265Pmutations and/orNFKBIZ copygain
to be near-universal genetic features of EBV– PCNSL and PTL; both
alterations were significantly more common in these lymphomas than
in ABC-type DLBCLs (Figure 7).8 IkB-z transcription is induced by
MYD88 mutations32 or NFKBIZ amplification, and IkB-z depletion is
lethal in each setting, suggesting that IkB-z is an essential intermediary
in oncogenic TLR signaling. NFKBIZ copy gain also represents an
alternative and/or complementary structural basis for increased TLR
activity in PTL and PCNSL (Figure 7).

Genetic alterations that complement oncogenic TLR signaling

in PCNSL and PTL

Recent murine studies suggest that the consequences of enforced
MYD88L265P expression in normal B cells depend on additional
complementary genetic alterations.65 AlthoughMYD88L265P increased
cellular proliferation and activated NF-kB in antigen-exposed murine
B cells, these effects were rapidly countered by TNFAIP3
induction and BIM-dependent apoptosis.65 In this model, TNFAIP3
inactivation or enforced BCL2 expression was required to sustain
MYD88L265P-dependent signaling.65 These findings are of particular
interest because PCNSLs and PTLs frequently exhibit TNFAIP3 copy
loss and/or BCL2 copy gain in association with MYD88L265P and/or
NFKBIZ copy gain (Figure 4). The identification of these complemen-
tary genetic alterations required concurrent analyses of mutations,
CNAs, and associated driver genes.

Concurrent oncogenic TLR signaling and BCR activation in

PCNSL and PTL

In our series of PCNSLs and PTLs, CD79B mutations primarily oc-
curred in the context of oncogenic TLR signaling. The high incidence
of concurrent CD79B and MYD88 mutations is an additional distin-
guishing feature of PCNSLs and PTLs compared with the more
heterogeneousgroupofABC-typeDLBCLs (Figure 7).Given thenear-
universal genetic alterations of TLR and BCR signaling in PCNSL and
PTL, these tumorsmay be particularly vulnerable to targeted inhibition
of pathway components such as IRAK1/4, IRF4, and/or BTK.9,66

However, a subset of PCNSLs exhibits activating CARD11mutations
in association with MYD88L265P and CD79B mutations, which may
limit the efficacy of proximal BCR pathway inhibitors.9

Recent studies highlight the complementary roles of BCR- and
TLR-signaling in virus-driven B-cell activation, B-cell–intrinsic
autoimmunity, and BCR-dependent survival.60,61 In addition, both
MYD88L265P and CARD11mutations promote the breakdown of TLR
andB-cell tolerance to self-antigens.65,67 These observations are of note
because candidate autoantigenswere recently identified inPCNSL.68,69
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Additional bases of tumor immune evasion in PTL and

PCNSL—copy gain or translocation of PD-L1 and/or PD-L2, and

viral induction of PD-1 ligands

Our genetic analyses confirmed previously proposed mechanisms of
tumor-immune escape: copy loss of 6p21.33 and the associated HLA
loci, deletion of 15q21.1/B2M, and chromosomal rearrangement of
CIITA.18,24,25,70

Strikingly, we also found 9p24.1 copy gain and increased
expression of the PD-1 ligands in.50% of PTLs and EBV– PCNSLs
(Figure 7). In addition, we identified 4 EBV– PCNSLs and 2 PTLswith
chromosomal translocations that selectively deregulated PD-L1 or
PD-L2. In several tumors, proximal regulatory elements of other genes
(TBL1XR1 and BCNP1) replaced the endogenous PD-L1 or PD-L2
promoter. In additional tumors, strong enhancer elements of IgH or
PAX543 were juxtaposed to the intact endogenous PD-L2 promoter.

The TBL1XR1-PD-L2 translocation both increased the expression of
PD-L2 and inactivated TBL1XR1. Given the additional identified
mutations inTBL1XR1 (Figure 3 and supplemental Figure 6),23,26,27we
postulate that TBL1XR1 is a tumor suppressor in LBCLs.

Our combined genetic and IHC analyses suggest that tumors with
discordant PD-L1 or PD-L2 expression and copy-neutral 9p24.1 status
may harbor chromosomal rearrangements ofPD-L1 orPD-L2. The fre-
quent genetic alterations ofPD-L2 also suggest that itmaybepreferable
to target the PD-1 receptor rather than PD-L1.

Genetic alterations of 9p24.1 and associated overexpression of the
PD-1 ligands have now been described in 4 lymphoid malignancies—
cHL,PMBL,PTL, andPCNSL (Figure 7,16,19). InEBV1PCNSL, as in
other EBV1 lymphoid malignancies, viral infection is an additional
mechanism of PD-1 ligand overexpression.62,63 The emerging data
indicate that lymphoid malignancies with unique molecular signatures
use common genetic mechanisms to increase the expression of PD-1

Figure 6. Genetic alterations of PD-L1 and PD-L2 in PTL and PCNSL. (A) CNs of PD-L1 in 43 PTL cases from the extension cohort. Normals include 5 tonsils and 5

reactive lymph nodes. The upper 95% confidence interval of the normals was used as a threshold for CN gain in the PTLs. Indicated cHL cell lines with known PD-L1 copy gain

were used as controls. Cases with copy gain are highlighted in red. Error bars reflect standard deviation. (C) PD-L1 protein expression in indicated cases from (A). The scale

bar represents 100 mm. (B) CNs of PD-L2 in 43 PTL cases from extension cohort. Controls are as in (A). (D) PD-L2 protein expression in indicated cases from (B). (E) CNs of

PD-L1 in 50 PCSNL cases (42 EBV– and 8 EBV1) from the extension cohort. Details are as in (A). (F) CNs of PD-L2 in 50 PCSNL cases (42 EBV– and 8 EBV1) from

extension cohort. Controls are as in (A). (G) PD-L1 protein expression in indicated cases from (E). The scale bar represents 100 mm. (H) PD-L2 protein expression in indicated

cases from (F). (I) PD-L1 (left panel) and PD-L2 (right panel) of the PCNSL case with wild-type PD-L1/2 CN. (J) Split-apart FISH assay of the PCNSL in (I). PD-L1 in red,

PD-L2 in green and centromeric probe (CEP9) in aqua.
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ligands (Figure 7). Given the demonstrated activity of PD-1 blockade
in other lymphomas with 9p24.1 alterations,22 this targeted therapy
should alsobe considered in PTL andPCNSL.With respect toPCNSL,
recent andongoing clinical trials support the use of immunomodulatory
antibodies in tumors involving the CNS71 (www.clinicaltrials.gov,
NCT02017717, NCT02311920, NCT02313272, NCT02311582).

Multiple genetic bases of target and pathway deregulation

Comprehensive analyses of CNAs, chromosomal rearrangements,
andmutations revealedmultiple mechanisms of target and pathway
deregulation in PCNSL and PTL. For example, ETV6 was altered
by somatic mutations or exon deletion and TBL1XR1was perturbed
by inactivating chromosomal translocations or somatic mutations.
In addition, BCL6 was deregulated by mutations of MEF2B,
chromosomal translocations of BCL6 with immunoglobulin or
nonimmunoglobulin regulatory elements, and a novel translocation
of PELI1, which encodes an E3 ligase that stabilizes the BCL6
protein.47

Unique combinations of structural alterations in discrete

LBCL subtypes

By comparing the comprehensive molecular signatures of PTL and
PCNSL with those of systemic DLBCL and PMBLs, we identified

unique combinations of genetic features in discrete LBCL subtypes
(Figure 7). For example, PCNSLs, PTLs, and PMBLs exhibit frequent
genetic alterations and overexpression of the PD-1 ligands, whereas
DLBCLs rarely have these features. Only a subset of transcriptionally
defined ABC-type DLBCLs exhibit alterations ofMYD88 orNFKBIZ,
whereas these are near-uniform genetic features of PCNSL and PTL.
Although the majority of DLBCLs, PCNSLs, and PTLs exhibit in-
creased genomic instability, as assessed by total CNAs, the genetic
bases differ—multiple CNAs of p53/cell-cycle pathway components
and TP53 somatic mutations in DLBCL vs frequent, often biallelic,
CDKN2A copy loss and rare TP53 alterations in PCNSL and PTL
(Figure 7).14 In contrast, PMBLs have a paucity of CNAs.

Furthermore, the defining genetic features of PCNSL and
PTL—near-uniform oncogenic TLR signaling, concurrent BCR
activation, CDKN2A deficiency with wild-type p53, and PD-1–
mediated immune evasion—suggest multiple targeted therapies
that warrant clinical investigation.
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